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Tricks for: Stick RPG 2 CS Stick RPG 2 CS Cheat Codes: ------------ Presented by: David K. Unlockable - Here: ------------------ * Go to Starbucks early in the morning (until 10 a.m.). * It gives you a text book. * Go to university. * Talk to a green guy and give him a book. * It gives you a calculator. * Go to
Skye's Bar (on the second screen) at night. * Talk to Kate and give her a calculator. * It gives you a mechanical pencil. * Go to university in the afternoon (after 10am). * Give Kate a pencil. It should give you a watch. * Go to the casino and trade watches for the ring. * When your intelligence is high enough,
give Kate a ring outside the university in the evening. * Again, it moves and you get +1 Charm per day. Save Gamble risk money increase: -------------------------------- This trick will help you get good start-up cash from 1k-100k in 1 hour max (recommended to run players looking for quick cash.) 1.Get at
least 1k in cash. 2.Go to the casino. 3.Save your game to x-phone. 4.Play either blackjack or unicorn race (choose unicorn for unicorn race 1:3) and bet all your money. (Unicorn races are more likely to win, but you get a 1/3 win amount for the former: you bet 1k and you win 1.75k while Black Jack
doubles the cash but the harder odds of winning) 5.If you win / increase your money stack save the game on x-phone immediately. Tip – Be smart and don't constantly bet on the biggest amount if you have a winning streak bet low once, so you lose and then bet high you win (stats show win:lose 1/3) 6.If
you lose then get off the page and log back from another page. WARNING: DO NOT SAVE AFTER YOU HAVE LOST 7.Continuous execution of this trick can triple your money in 20-30 minutes. Stickbucks Guide: ----------------- STR= Strength, INT = Intelligence, CHM = Charm, and KMA = Karma. *
Stickbucks: Stickbucks Employee (No Requirements) * Positions: * Stick Buccaneer: (Salary: $5/Normal event: You wiped tables and covered the floor.) * Topping Whipper: (Salary: $7/Normal event: You made milk foamy.) * Milk steamer: (Salary: $9/Normal event: You made milk pairs *Coffee courier:
(Salary: $11 / Normal event: You served people coffee.) * Decaf Disher: (Salary: $13 / Normal event: You dealt decafs.) * Latte layer: (Salary: $15 / Normal event: You laid a latte.) * Espresso Express: (Salary: $17 / Normal event: flying while making these espressos.) * Sugar Sheriff: (Salary: $19/Normal
Event: You've filled all the sugar containers in these parts here. Well done sheriff.) * Captain Cappuccino: (Salary: $25 / Normal event: You worked cappuccino machines as soon as you know how.) * Barista: (Rank: MAX / Earn: Fancy Coffee / Salary: $35 / Normal event: You ran the show.) * Items: *
Fancy Coffee: Restores 15 Health. His kind of coffee your friends want them to have. (+15 HP, +1 CHM) -=Good events=- * You gave the policeman free coffee. Browne points out. (+4 CHM) * Manager Sandy winked at you. (+8 CHM) * You have learned to fill sugar dispensers. Holly! (+5 INT) * You have



invented a delicious new lime coffee drink. (+8 INT) * You gave a pretty girl free whipped coffee on her latte. (-1 STR, +5 CHM) * The construction crew came in and very nicely turned you off. (+$325) -=Big events=- You won an espresso-snagging contest. A way to give it 110%. (+$1700, +8 CHM) -
=Negative events=- * You dropped the full X-Large on the client. . (-4 INT) * You forgot to wash the apron. Sloppy. (-3 INT, -3 CHM) * Manager caught you texting. (-3 INT) * The manager gave you %$#^ for not smiling enough. Smile! (-8 CHM) * You burned your hand on a milk steamer. (-3 INT) Visit
Cheatinfo for more cheat codes, FAS or tips! Spotlight - The new version of CheatBook DataBase 2020 Cheatbook-Database 2020 is a free cheat code tracker, which makes hints, tricks, tips and codes (for PC, Walkthroughs, XBox, Playstation 1 and 2, Playstation 3, Playstation 4, Sega, Nintendo 64, Wii
U, DVD, Game Boy Advance, iPhone, Game Boy Color, N-Gage, Nintendo DS, PSP, Gamecube, Dreamcast, Xbox 360, Super Nintendo) are readily available from one central location. If you're an avid gamer and want a few extra weapons or live to survive to the next level, this free cheat database can
come to the rescue. Covering more than 25,300 Games, this database represents all genres and focuses on recent releases. All codes inside from the first CHEATBOOK january 1998 to today. - Release Date January 5, 2020 CheatBook-DataBase 2020 Coach Games | Find Codes | Downloads | Walks |
Console | Magazine | Top 100 | Send codes, hints, tips | Link Top Games: | Assassin Creeds Valhalla Trainer | Darksiders Genesis Trainer | Red Dead Redemption 2 Trainer | Wasteland 3 Trainer | NBA 2K20 Coach Walkthrough for Stick RPG 2 – By: superelite1 Walkthrough for the main purpose for
Stick RPG 2 Your main goal was to get back to your original 2-D world, I'm sure it was. You need help, well you have a tutorial Ted, maybe he can help! He says you're going to Professor Ansel, don't you? Visit him in The Second World at U of S (Stick University) Get him a Mobius strip, a 4-D Hypercube
and a bottle of Klein. But you don't His with his erring plans isn't he? Anyway you still have to give it these items if you're stuck as a stick figure for a while... It will give you the key to get into the lab, and the key is called Lab Key (pretty obviously) Now, go to the mysterious lab with key Professor Ansell
given you. You're probably wondering why you have to fight people... Right? Well him because he's an evil Mastermind and you have to fight his cronies until you reach him! Wait... What about guns! You don't have a gun?! Well then, go get some!!! --- (Now it's superelite1 I would recommend getting a
Masamun Double Barrel Shotgun and AK-47 this weapon can help and I'll tell you how to get these weapons if you don't have them) Weapons list and weapon location - Masamuna - Become a Miyamoto 2.0 on XGen, where Skye owns the company. Double barrel shotgun - (Power) Beat gangsters
hanging out near the basement and get the key and go to the gangsters headquarters and beat him. AK-47- (Power) Beat Eastside Mobsters in third world on grass, in front of Vinnie's Bar and get the key and go to mobsters tower and beat him. --- have a weapon? All right, now go and defeat Professor
Ansel! --- because of the cronies--- you did it... Oh, Professor Ansel is attacking! Fight until you can breathe anymore! --- Professor Ansel--- you beat him!!! Now is your ultimate chance to live in this measurable 2-D world.... Or is it? You have three variants of Stick RPG Full – You will return to your
original life, where people are different true end portal - Beat the game and return to the title screen with all the stick RPG 2 stats – Back in your home... without weapons and cash? But you still have trophies! I hope you beat the game and you liked my Walkthrough! Mark it! 2 1 comments Add to
fraudulent book Abuse Page 2 by Unregistered June 24, 2011 Flamethrower guide First, find a free copy of the editor cut and go to the hardware store, buy a leaf cutter and about 40 ounces. , and give it to the guy near the new abandoned warehouse. Now you have the first flamethrower (lvl 1). for the
second, complete the first and fight sewer people at night for the key to the sewerage system. Once you win, you have to get a car battery. Give it to the guy, and then give him the first flamethrower, and presto! Now you have a second flamethrower (lvl 2). Finally, for the latter, complete the above and
help the alien (see below later), give the guy energy orb from the alien, go get a 4D Hypercube (see another guide) and now, you have a new flamethrower!!!! Andy's alien guide to go to the right side of the castle and you see a foreigner. Talk to him, go to the piano club and talk to a guy who has a mission
mark over his head. He gives you the keys to the new abandoned warehouse, now go there (unless you have good weapons, no enemies, enemies, Make that your advantage) and beat it. Once you have it, you can give the guy who gave you the key, the engine, since you get the money and the engine
back. But it doesn't matter. Then, give Andy (alien) the engine. He'll say he needs nanobots, too. Go to the piano club and buy a card of club member Ben Frankin and go there a lot until you see the guy leaning on the game right at the door. He'll sell you nanobots. Give the nanobots an alien and it finally
leaves (you sun-shaped spoon). Mark it! 0 4 comments Add to fraudulent book Abuse Page 3 This page contains stick RPG 2 CS codes list for pc version. We now have 61 codes on our list, which includes 35 cheat codes, 6 unlocks, 5 crashes, 15 secrets. We hope that the information you find on this
page will help you in the game Stick RPG 2 CS on the PC platform. If you have not found the necessary codes to ask a request or ask a question about it in a special section of the game. You can also subscribe to all the new codes that we will find for you in the future! by Unregistered June 18, 2012 You
should eat a slice of pizza instead of a cheese burger because they cost the same, pizza gives you 2 intelligence, both give full health, but the burger gives you a 9,000 flavor tag of it! -1 1 comments Add to cheatbook Abuse justinpatrick1011 May 08, 2012 Right guys, it's not cheating, in the dialog
discussion u see not caps, try to use the CAPS LOCK button and talk to anyone and then look at the letters, its completely CAPS, however it's no secret what's annoying and it's not a glitch. -1 16777214 Comments Add to the cheatbook abuse sicnessrusso95 November 03, 2011 is another way to get
solar matter? I'd like to see if you can use a solar matter pimp sledgehamm even more because the guy says he can pimp it on. if there is a way other than now gone alien let me know. Mark it! -1 14 comments Add to fraudulent book Abuse olliebarnes123 04 March 2011 Walkthrough: Step 1 : Go to card
one. Step 2: Go to the far right corner on the grass. Step 3: Navigate to the new INC door lines. Step 4: Move alone around the building until you reach a single window on the lower floor. Step 5: Go backwards until you hit the edge of the card. Now you have to be able to go down and hit another edge bit
Step 6: Go to the middle of it Step 7: Go back to run step 8: Get on the canopy and just go right for the middle of that edge and you have to go fly. If you need help sending me a private message and maybe I can send you a video tutorial, I can put one on YouTube anyway. Glad to help :) I found this
crashing myself accidentally running around on my hover board like a*** : L Tag it! -1 23 Add to the cheatbook abusing unregistered July 07, 2011 when you're boxing people make sure you have high power and move up and down and forward with you karakter and move you mouse way Have a kick
when you get next to the man you're boxing hope it helped :)    Mark it! -2 6 comments Add in cheatbook Abuse by breakurmama December 16, 2010 All you need is a very high level of strength, at a minimum level of 525. Being an officer helps with this because you can get motivated to get high strength
and money maxing out your rank in the job. It also helps because with the money you get, you can afford an extreme workout from Emily Extreme. Now all you have to do is trample Mulroney (Tooth) puny face into the ground! make sure you have a good PC because on some computers (my), it lags
behind when you move to box max. Punch him several times until he hits the ground.    Mark it! -3 16 comments Add to cheatbook Abuse madamerouge1331 July 01, 2011 Kind of glitch, and takes about 20 seconds you will be in your basement immediately. The room was quite big and comfortable.
Code:Effect:1: Click the barhighlights address2: hit enterrefreshes page3: wait and log in again.gets you home!    Mark it! -4 17 Comments Add to fraudulent book Abuse Previous 1 2 3 Sorry, to perform this action you must be CheatsGuru User • Moshi Monsters Cheats, Android • Plants vs Zombie
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